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We cannot tell you when autonomous vehicles will be on the roads, 
but we can confidently say that every autonomous vehicle will 

contain Israeli technology within.

There is fierce competition to get products to the market, and Israel 
has become a smart transportation center globally. Multinational 
and SME automotive companies set up R&D centers here – an 

opportunity for Israeli technologies and people.

Can Israel continue to lead in the near future of this trillion-dollar 
market? – it depends on us.

We invite you, the finest and best minds, to join the revolution.



EcoMotion is a dynamic community with over 600 start-ups (constantly growing) 
and 8,000 community members in the field of Smart Transportation. Understanding 
startups do not grow in a void, we bring together entrepreneurs, academics, 
government officials, local & global automotive industry representatives, 
investors and much more; providing a support platform for knowledge-sharing, 
networking and collaboration.

Our mission is to support the growth of the Israeli Smart Transportation sector 
and enhance the implementation of innovation in our field, while simultaneously,  
positioning Israel as a global innovation center for Smart Transportation. 

EcoMotion has an extensive innovation toolkit to support public and private 
sector organizations in the implementation of innovation, such as: Challenge 
Competitions, Adaptathons, Networking Events and more!

 Over 600 Startups
 8,000 Community Members
 Annual Main Event

 Innovation Exhibition
 Meet & Interact
 Israeli Innovation

ECOMOTION COMMUNITY SECTORS:

 AUTONOMOUS & CONNECTED  |   ELECTRIFICATION & ENERGY  |   MARITIME

 SHARED MOBILITY  |   URBAN MOBILITY  |   DRONES & AVIATION

EcoMotion is a non-profit organization and a joint venture of the Israel Innovation 
Institute, Fuel Choice and Smart Mobility Initiative (Prime Minister’s Office), 
Ministry of Economy and the Israeli Automotive and High-Tech industries. 

GLOBAL COMMUNITY FOR INNOVATIVE 
SMART TRANSPORTATION
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JOIN US: ECOMOTION.ORG.IL
FB: ECOMOTION GLOBAL COMMUNITY



RECRUITING STARTUPS

ADDIONICS  
Using patent-pending 3D electro-printing methods and world expertise, we can tailor 
batteries to power, capacity and energy needs coupled with enhanced safety to match 
the EV industry transformation.

WEBSITE: WWW.ADDIONICS.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: INFO@ADDIONICS.COM

AD KNIGHT 
AD Knight develops systems for testing ADAS/AD, from production to aftermarket 
phases along vehicle’s lifecycle, by providing tools for on-demand physical tests. Its 
unique technology allows testing from sensors-HW through algorithms to actuation-HW. 

CV’S EMAIL: INFO@AD-KNIGHT.COM

ARGUS CYBER SECURITY
Offering a range of advanced cyber security solutions, Argus helps automakers prevent 
cyber-attacks on connected vehicles. With decades of experience, Argus engages in 
commercial relations with automotive suppliers globally.

WEBSITE: WWW.ARGUS-SEC.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@ARGUS-SEC.COM

ARILOU TECHNOLOGIES
At Arilou, a pioneering automotive cyber security company, every moment is invested in 
creating cutting-edge solutions & designing the future of transportation. Our patented 
technology is the world’s best-in-class. Join us & lead the automotive revolution!

WEBSITE: WWW.ARILOUTECH.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: JOB.ARILOU@NNG.COM



AURORA LABS 
Using machine learning, artificial intelligence and blockchain, Aurora Labs enables the 
global automotive industry to Detect, Fix and Update software faults
At Aurora Labs, you can make a difference!

WEBSITE: AURORALABS.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: HR@AURORALABS.COM

AUTOFLEET
Autofleet has created the first, truly sustainable, Vehicle as a Service layer, providing 
an elastic supply of vehicles serving any source of demand, such that spinning up 
vehicles becomes as easy as spinning up servers on the cloud.

WEBSITE: WWW.AUTOFLEET.IO 
CV’S EMAIL: DOR@AUTOFLEET.IO

AUTOTALKS
Autotalks helps prevent road accidents with its 2nd generation, automotive qualified 
chipsets. Autotalks is the only company to offer a global V2X communication solution, 
supporting both DSRC and C-V2X, for autonomous and manned vehicles.

WEBSITE: WWW.AUTO-TALKS.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: DGANIT.SCHNEIR@AUTO-TALKS.COM

AXILION SMART MOBILITY
Axilion transforms standard traffic signals to become intelligent car connected IoT 
devices. AI and Deep Learning software and SaaS services reduce transit operator’s 
travel time by 40% and increase ridership by 400%.

WEBSITE: WWW.AXILION.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: CAREERS@AXILION.COM



RECRUITING STARTUPS

BRODMANN17  
Brodmann17 is developing Computer Vision algorithms based on a proprietary Deep 
Learning technology for ADAS and autonomous driving. Our algorithms achieve state 
of the art accuracy while consuming only a fraction of computing power.

WEBSITE: WWW.BRODMANN17.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: DANIT@BRODMANN17.COM

CAARESYS  
Using proprietary RF sensing technology, Caaresys connects the passengers to the future 
cockpit. By monitoring the location, health conditions and state of each passenger, we 
reduce the impact of the human factor and save thousands of lives!

WEBSITE: WWW.CAARESYS.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: ILYA@CAARESYS.COM

CAR2GO 
The Car2Go Group - Smart Shared Transportation Solutions: Car2Go- Car sharing for 
urban and intercity use. AutoTel- Tel Aviv’s Car Sharing Service. Mobike- Station-Free 
Bike Sharing. MyCar2Go- Lease-Sharing for Lowering Monthly Leasing Fee. Go-To 
-Shared Transport Technology Development.

WEBSITE: WWW.CAR2GO.CO.IL 
CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@CAR2GO.CO.IL

CIPHERSIP
Our Watermarking Communications technology enables new abilities within connected 
industries: mobility, industrial, energy and smart cities. We enable more data to flow 
over legacy networks, better cybersecurity and new data monetization options.

WEBSITE: WWW.CIPHERSIP.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: GILAD@CIPHERSIP.COM



ENGIE MOTORS
Engie is a connected car maintenance solution for every car on the road. Engie’s 
technology provides fault diagnostics and predictive maintenance information in a 
simple way, to make car repairs easy and efficient.

WEBSITE: WWW.ENGIEAPP.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: DANIT@ENGIEAPP.COM

EYESIGHT
Eyesight offers market-leading sensing solutions that use Computer Vision and AI to 
enhance daily life experiences in our cars and homes, by allowing these environments 
to “see” and “understand” us.

WEBSITE: WWW.EYESIGHT-TECH.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@EYESIGHT-TECH.COM

EYEWAY
Patent protected Single camera with 360 degrees lenses made to Control & Manage every 
intersection, Enforce all traffic violations, Record all license numbers from all directions 
of traffic at the same time, AI & ML Management system for use of the smart city.

WEBSITE: EYEWAY.IO 
CV’S EMAIL: OFFICE@EYEWAY.IO

GUARDIAN OPTICAL TECHNOLOGIES 
Guardian Optical Technologies has developed breakthrough, patent-pending sensor 
technology for occupancy detection in vehicles, encompassing 2D, 3D and motion 
analysis in a single sensor.

WEBSITE: WWW.GUARDIAN-OPTECH.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@GUARDIAN-OPTECH.COM



RECRUITING STARTUPS

GUARDKNOX
GuardKnox offers one of the only full hardware & software automotive cyber security 
solutions, the Secure Network Orchestrator™. Our Service-Oriented Architecture is the 
foundational layer for added connectivity, services and personalization.

WEBSITE: WWW.GUARDKNOX.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: COURTNEY.MANN@GUARDKNOX.COM 

HAILO
Hailo’s team is developing the world’s best deep learning processor for edge devices. 
Our groundbreaking processor architecture will unleash unprecedented performance 
which will disrupt the industry. It’s an exciting time to join us!

WEBSITE: WWW.HAILOTECH.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: CONTACT@HAILOTECH.COM

IRP SYSTEMS 
E-mobility - Fast forward Proven solution extends the vehicle performance, eliminating 
the trade-off between torque and speed. Our Hummingbird™ motor and controller provide 
optimized efficiency and driving range. The entire patented system is designed in-house.

WEBSITE: WWW.IRPSYSTEMS.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: INFO@IRPSYSTEMS.COM

JUNGO CONNECTIVITY
Jungo’s products include CoDriver – driver and cabin monitoring solution – enables 
automakers to create safer cars today, and transition into autonomous vehicles of 
tomorrow as well as WinDriver, an award-winning PC driver development toolkit.

WEBSITE: WWW.JUNGO.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@JUNGO.COM



KARAMBA SECURITY 
Karamba Security provides end-to-end prevention of cyber attacks on vehicles. In 3 
years, the company is engaged with 17 OEMs and tier-1s, and was recognized as an 
industry leader by Gartner, and as best automotive cybersecurity product in 2017 & 2018.

WEBSITE: KARAMBASECURITY.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@KARAMBASECURITY.COM

MOOVIT
Moovit is a leading MaaS provider and the world’s #1 transit app. Moovit simplifies 
urban mobility all around the world. For consumers, Moovit is in more than 2,700 cities 
in 86 countries and 44 languages 

WEBSITE: WWW.COMPANY.MOOVIT.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: BAR.HAREL@MOOVIT.COM

NOTRAFFIC
No Traffic, a traffic management platform, optimizes traffic light networks using AI 
smart sensors and prepare the road infrastructure for the connected era. The system 
autonomously maximizes traffic flow, prioritizes vehicles, and prevents accidents.

WEBSITE: WWW.NOTRAFFIC.TECH 
CV’S EMAIL: JOINUS@NOTRAFFIC.TECH

OPTIBUS
Optibus helps the world’s leading transit providers better-run mass-transportation 
through advanced artificial intelligence and optimization algorithms. The Optibus 
technology is used in more than 300 cities around the world.

WEBSITE: WWW.OPTIBUS.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: CARMEL@OPTIBUS.COM



RECRUITING STARTUPS

OTTOPIA
Ottopia is building the first ever platform that enables remote humans to guide vehicles 
in a way that is safe, reliable, scalable and cyber-secure.

WEBSITE: WWW.OTTOPIA.TECH 
CV’S EMAIL: INFO@OTTOPIA.TEC 

PHANTOM AUTO
Bringing a Human Touch to Autonomous Vehicles, Phantom Auto offers a teleoperation-
as-a-service safety solution for all autonomous vehicles (AVs) that includes an API for 
real-time assistance and guidance, and an in-vehicle low latency communication device.

WEBSITE: WWW.PHANTOM.AUTO 
CV’S EMAIL: OHAD@PHANTOM.AUTO

RIDE VISION
Ride Vision develops a Collision Aversion Technology - CAT™ that is designed to 
seamlessly integrate with motorbikes utilizing only standard cameras as visual sensors. 
CAT™ recognizes only relevant threats without disturbing the rider’s critical focus.

WEBSITE: WWW.RIDE.VISION 
CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@RIDE.VISION

TRIEYE
TriEye develops cutting-edge shortwave infrared sensing technology that allows for 
safe and reliable Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and autonomous vehicles 
under adverse weather and low visibility conditions.

WEBSITE: WWW.TRIEYE.TECH 
CV’S EMAIL: CAREERS@TRIEYE.TECH



UPSTREAM 
Upstream Security improves the safety and security of connected vehicles and services 
built around them by monitoring business-critical events and identifying cyber threats 
in real-time. Upstream makes smart mobility safe and secure for everyone.

WEBSITE: WWW.UPSTREAM.AUTO 
CV’S EMAIL: CAREERS@UPSTREAM.AUTO

VALERANN
Developing a wireless, IoT system that provides real-time high-resolution data about 
everything that takes place on the road. This data is used to detect risks, prevent 
accidents, optimize intersections, automate traffic control centers and support connected 
& autonomous vehicles.

WEBSITE: WWW.VALERANN.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@VALERANN.COM

VAYAVISION
VAYAVISION’s leading perception software provides information on the driving environment 
for safer and reliable autonomous driving. Using state of the art raw data fusion, AI 
and CV VAYAVISION offers challenging opportunities and a friendly atmosphere.

WEBSITE: WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/VAYAVISION 
CV’S EMAIL: EINAV.DIMNIK@VAYAVISION.COM

VAYYAR
Vayyar’s sensors create high-resolution images based on advanced RF technology.  
Our devices are opening new capabilities in a wide range of markets including automotive, 
smart home, medical, homeland security, retail and more.

WEBSITE: WWW.VAYYAR.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: CAREER@VAYYAR.COM



RECRUITING STARTUPS

VOYAGE81
Neural-net based computer vision fails to solve some critical automotive tasks. How can 
you outperform neural-nets using only a handful of training images? How will autonomous 
cars drive in low-light conditions? Come to find out at our booth.

CV’S EMAIL: NIV@VOYAGE81.COM 

WEBUS
WeBus is a transportation service with the best combination of speed and price. This 
is an app that connects passengers into a shared taxi, the only active taxi sharing in 
Israel. Flexible routes, flexible prices.

WEBSITE: WWW.TBUS.CO.IL 
CV’S EMAIL: ISRAELIGILAD@GMAIL.COM

WHITE RAVEN
Our AI-based visual positioning software recognizes buildings, landmarks, and other 
objects in the physical world and can infer a moving camera’s location, direction and 
what it’s looking at. We are a 15 person team and based in Ramat Gan Bursa area.

WEBSITE: WWW.WHITERAVEN.AI 
CV’S EMAIL: BAT-CHEN@WHITERAVEN.AI

ZEHPOH
Zehpoh is a unique mobile application that enables drivers to easily find a free on-
street parking space. A virtual dispatcher which handle the public on-street parking 
space will find, reserve and direct to the closest free parking space.

CV’S EMAIL: CONTACT@ZEHHOO.COM



ADASKY 
We are a small team of exceptional people developing technology to make cars safer. 
We live in exciting times where autonomous vehicles knock at our doorstep. For a car to 
be fully autonomous, it has to sense and understand the environment very accurately. 
This is where we come in. With our team of experts, industry partners and state of the 
art technology, we will empower the car of tomorrow.

WEBSITE: WWW.ADASKY.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: TZIPI.AGASI@ADASKY.COM

ARBE ROBOTICS
Arbe’s elite team of semiconductor engineers, radar specialists and data scientists 
are disrupting radar technology, redefining driving safety while paving the way for the 
autonomous vehicle revolution, from our office in the heart of Tel Aviv.

WEBSITE: WWW.ARBEROBOTICS.COM/CAREERS 
CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@ARBEROBOTICS.COM

CYMOTIVE
CYMOTIVE is the leading cybersecurity company within the automotive industry. 
CYMOTIVE’s approach is centered around our combined Attacker (Red) & Defender (Blue) 
mode of work. We took these two pillars and developed our unique PURPLE approach 
to secure the automotive industry.

WEBSITE: WWW.CYMOTIVE.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: HR@CYMOTIVE.COM

COMMUNITY RECRUITING STARTUPS 



FORESIGHT 
Foresight Autonomous, founded in 2015, is a company that engaged development and 
commercialization of stereo camera vision systems for the automotive industry. The 
company’s patented technology incorporates 3D video analysis, algorithms for image 
processing and sensor fusion.

WEBSITE: WWW.FORESIGHTAUTO.COM/ABOUT-FORESIGHT 
CV’S EMAIL: LINOY@FORESIGHTAUTO.COM 

FUSEPOINT LTD 
We develop the data science to find when cars need service in RT from cellphone data 
alone & deliver it to providers that take care of these cars after they are sold. We do 
this through a new data-driven-proactive service.

CV’S EMAIL: UDI@ATT.NET

GRIIIP
Griiip was born out of the desire to make motorsport racing accessible for all. Combining 
performance driving with technological innovation, we build extreme race cars and 
develop a unique viewing platform to engage in real-time racing like never before.

WEBSITE: WWW.GRIIIP.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: INFO@GRIIIP.COM

HERE MOBILITY
HERE Mobility is leading the mobility revolution and changing the transportation 
industry forever. Our mission is to make Mobility as a Service (MaaS) easy to use and 
accessible to everyone.

WEBSITE: WWW.MOBILITY.HERE.COM 
APPLY HERE: WWW.COMEET.CO/JOBS/HEREME/62.00D

COMMUNITY RECRUITING STARTUPS 

Fusepoint
Driving the Mobility Uppernet

TM



MAPPO 
Mappo, a startup creating a geo-content platform. Looking for a CTO to lead next 
generation product and technology for in-car infotainment.

WEBSITE: WWW.MAPPO.WORLD 
CV’S EMAIL: DEDDI@MAPPO.WORLD

NETEERA
Neteera is a Jerusalem-based startup, founded in 2015 by a group of Hi-Tech veterans 
recognizing an unmet market need to accurately, safely and reliably detect human 
vital signs in a contact-free, seamless and non-invasive manner.

WEBSITE: WWW.NETEERA.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: HR@NETEERA.COM

RAILVISION
RailVision is a multidisciplinary company who develop a High-speed Real-Time Vision 
system for the trains of the future based on state-of-the-art Deep Learning Video 
algorithm.

WEBSITE: WWW.RAILVISION.IO 
CV’S EMAIL: TAMI@RAILVISION.IO

TACTILE MOBILITY
Tactile mobility provides smart and autonomous vehicles (AVs) with the missing tactile 
sensing and data that makes vehicles smarter, roads better and mobility-ecosystems 
enhanced.

WEBSITE: WWW.TACTILEMOBILITY.COM 
CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@TACTILEMOBILITY.COM



GOLD PARTNERS

SILVER PARTNERS

BRONZE PARTNERS

SUPPORTING PARTNERS



At General Motors we envision a future of zero crashes, zero emissions and zero 
congestion, and we are committed to leading the way toward this future.

General Motors has been pushing the limits of transportation and technology 
for over 100 years. Today, we are in the midst of a transportation revolution and 
we have the ambition, the talent and the technology to realize the safer, better 
and more sustainable world we want.

As an open, inclusive company, we’re also creating an environment where everyone 
feels welcomed and valued for who they are. One team, where all ideas are 
considered and heard, where everyone can contribute to their fullest potential, 
with a culture based on respect, integrity, accountability and equality. 

At General Motors, innovation is our north star. As the first automotive company 
to mass-produce an affordable fully electric car, and the first to develop an electric 
starter and airbags, GM has always pushed the limits of engineering.

GM Israel was established in 2008 and is a home for over 300 scientists, developers 
& engineers tackling the most complex technological challenges in the field of 
autonomous and connected vehicles.

The Israeli Tech Center is focusing on a wide range of technologies including 
the development of smart sensors for ADAS and autonomous driving, vehicle 
connectivity (V2X communication); vehicle controls; human-machine interaction; 
natural language understanding & advanced acoustic systems; cybersecurity, 
advanced infotainment systems; deep learning algorithms for perception and 
behavioral planning, supporting high levels of automated driving; Personal-
mobility user-applications including: OnStar (Global Service platform) and user 
applications for Electrical Vehicles.

We are General Motors. We transformed how the world moved through the last 
century and we’re determined to do it again as we redefine the future of mobility. 

WEBSITE: CAREERS.GM.COM | CV’S EMAIL: TA.ISRAEL@GM.COM 
FACEBOOK PAGE: GENERALMOTORSISRAEL

GOLD PARTNERS



SILVER PARTNERS

Mercedes Benz R&D Ltd is a Daimler AG company. Daimler is one of the world’s 
most successful and innovative automotive companies. The Daimler group is 
the biggest producer of premium cars and the world’s biggest manufacturer of 
commercial vehicles. The R&D center in Tel Aviv is a center of gravity for talent 
and ideas, whereas a team we create the next generation of cars. The team 
plays a crucial role in researching innovative mobility solutions and state of 
the art software development, creating a center of excellence in smart mobility 
technologies. The center focuses on future transportation including instruments 
for digital cars, mobility services and connected cars. We are looking for talented 
people to join our family. 

WEBSITE: WWW.DAIMLER.COM | CV’S EMAIL: JOBS-IL@DAIMLER.COMH

The 8200 Alumni Association, established in 1989, is a non-profit organization, 
dedicated to harnessing the 8200 brand and network to preserving 8200’s legacy, 
providing its alumnae with added-value services and to give back to the Israeli 
society writ-large. The 8200 Alumni Association is home for 18,000 members, 
50 volunteers and several large projects and activities, includes: 3 startup 
acceleration programs (EISP, The Social Program and Hybrid), Woman2Woman 
Women Mentorship Program, the PIE Challenge for Personalized Education and 
Techlift, promoting Entrepreneurship in Israel’s social and geographic periphery. 
Additionally, the Alumni Association holds an annual Networking Conference in 
June, hosting over 3000 alumni and over 30 prospective employers.

If you are interested in sponsoring our Networking Conference or working with 
our programs, please contact us or visit our website.

WEBSITE: WWW.8200.ORG.IL | CONTACT: SUPPORT@8200.ORG.IL 



Groupe Renault, Nissan Motor Company and Mitsubishi Motors represent the 
world’s largest automotive alliance with more than 10.6 million vehicles sold 
in nearly 200 countries in 2017. The Innovation Lab aims to identify and test 
Israeli technologies that could be implemented in future cars and services 
offered by the Alliance member companies. 

The Lab is currently looking for project managers to lead collaboration with 
the local ecosystem through joint prototyping efforts. Concerned fields include 
Smart City (expected collaboration with CityZone, the new smart city hub of the 
Tel Aviv), Data (with some focus on sales and after sales through joint projects 
with Carasso, the local importer of Renault and Nissan) and Cyber Security. 
We are also seeking a technician to support start-ups with operations on cars 
and an executive assistant to the management.

WEBSITE:  WWW.ALLIANCE-2022.COM | CV’S EMAIL: RNMLABTELAVIV@GMAIL.COM

WeWork Labs is a home for early-stage startups and entrepreneurs. Through 
our Labs locations and partnerships with universities, accelerators, incubators, 
VC’s and industry experts, we create and support an ecosystem of innovation 
that allows startups to thrive. WeWork Labs will soon be supporting smart 
mobility and transportation startups in Israel, and would love to connect and 
hear more about you, your journey, and the challenges you’re facing.

WEBSITE: WWW.WEWORK.COM | CONTACT: LABS@WEWORK.COM 



BRONZE PARTNERS

Full product lifecycle autonomous simulation platform, where virtual cars travel 
virtual worlds in true-to-life conditions. Reducing the time and cost required 
to validate an AV to a human driving level.

WEBSITE: WWW.COGNATA.COM | CV’S EMAIL: ELLA@COGNATA.COM

The autonomous vehicle revolution is now taking shape. Foretellix tackles the 
most challenging barrier to vehicle autonomy – ensuring that autonomous 
vehicles behave properly under all conditions. Foretellix develops intelligent 
systems and analytics to orchestrate billions of driving scenarios. Foretellix 
products use innovative technologies and methodologies required by automotive 
developers to cover a seemingly infinite scenario space. 

WEBSITE: WWW.FORETELLIX.COM | CV’S EMAIL: JOBS@FORETELLIX.COM

Innoviz is a leading manufacturer of high-performance, solid-state LiDAR sensors 
and perception software. InnovizPro LiDAR offers outstanding performance 
and value and is commercially available. InnovizOne automotive-grade LiDAR 
sensor provides superior 3D sensing for Level 3-Level 5 autonomous driving.

WEBSITE: INNOVIZ.TECH 
CV’S EMAIL: INNOVIZ.ECOMOTIONAPPLICANTS@APPLYNOW.IO



Joobilix enables recruiting through the power of communities. Using our AI-
powered SaaS platform, we provide personalized opportunities by connecting 
all players to one integrated recruitment platform- Community host, recruiting 
Companies and Candidates. Our matching algorithm help communities provide 
better career opportunities driven by data and insights to maximize their 
potential.

WEBSITE: COOP.JOOBILIX.COM | CONTACT: HELLO@JOOBILIX.COM

ITC’s mission is to supply the Israeli tech industry with high quality developers. 
Its training programs are taught in partnership with leading tech companies, 
including: Intel, Checkpoint, Dell, Mobileye, Apple, Outbrain, Taboola and various 
startups. The companies help design the courses, and then take on teaching a 
part of the curriculum. ITC’s core program focuses on Data Science.

WEBSITE: WWW.ITC.TECH | CONTACT: INFO@ITC.TECH

Otonomo provides an automotive data services platform, which delivers simple, 
secure data access for apps developers and services providers such as predictive 
maintenance, emergency services, on-demand fueling, in-vehicle delivery, 
insurance, and smart cities and more. We are engaged with 10 OEMs and have 
more than 75 partners in our ecosystem.

WEBSITE: OTONOMO.IO | CV’S EMAIL: HAGIT@OTOTNOMO.IO



ECOMOTION SMART MOBILITY JOB FAIR
FIND YOUR NEXT DESTINATION


